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About This Game

This thrilling new adventure game from master storyteller Jane Jensen (Gabriel Knight, Gray Matter) and Phoenix Online
Studios (Cognition, The Silver Lining) introduces Malachi Rector, an expert in antiquities whose photographic memory and eye

for detail transform people and clues into interactive puzzles.

When a secretive government agency enlists him to determine whether a murdered woman in Venice resembles any particular
historical figure, Malachi is left with only questions. Why would the U.S. government hire him -- a dealer of high-end antiques
-- to look into a foreign murder? Why does David Walker, a former Special Forces operative he meets in his travels, feel like

someone Malachi’s known all his life? And how come every time Malachi lets his guard down, someone tries to kill him?

Moebius: Empire Rising is a contemporary adventure that merges classic point-and-click puzzle solving with Jane Jensen’s
sophisticated storytelling. Travel the world using Malachi’s unique deductive powers to analyze suspects, make historical

connections, and uncover the truth behind a theory of space and time the government will defend at any cost.
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Title: Moebius: Empire Rising
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Phoenix Online Studios
Publisher:
Phoenix Online Publishing
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia with 512 MB RAM**

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: ** - Not recommended for play on Intel systems with integrated/shared video memory

English,German,Italian,French,Polish
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Just finished, what a ride, music and sound effects was top notch and often unsettling. Story was thoroughly thought out and
pieced together magnificently as the game unfolds. Has a very rich deep space horror feeling that I have not had since Dead
Space 1, would strongly recommend fans of retro\/horror games to check this game out!. I even advised my grandmother to play
this game.. love this game great for playing with mates. It looks like a decent platformer. Don't be fooled though,
it's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. no no no no guys no... the game play is really shoddy. The trailer got me PUMPED until
I experienced the clunky controls :\/ Maybe this concept with Left 4 Dead would be otherworldly! But this game needs serious
gameplay attention before I recommend it for its current price tag..... I am using a Samsung Odyssey+ Windows Mixed Reality
headset and get a terrible double image that makes the game unplayable. There appears to be no way to adjust it in game. I have
not had this problem with other Steam VR games that I have tried.. It is like a smaller version of Beyond the sword, if you want
to play a civ4 expansion on a laptop, and can not install the bigger expansion, then this game is for you. It is lot of fun.
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poo, just pure poo. its like playing a game from the 1990's or an alpha build. it is a short game, it is nice to kill a few minutes
but honestly there isn't much to it and it gives more questions than it entirely answers, obviously you can figure out most of it
with all the clues but not much is actually explained in a concrete way. THIS GAME IS A GIFT FROM GOD. if you enjoy 2D
fighting games with a LOT of blood and gore than this is the perfect game for you. multiplayer onlin

pls. I know it's a short game going in, which is cool with me, because I spend a lot more on going to a movie which is even
shorter and I don't get to play it.

I like the story. The characters. The little joking they do. It's got an anime feel to it, and not just because of the drawing style.
I'm taking my time, exploring, and looking for everything. Gonna wring my two bucks worth from it.

So far, I do not see any imbalance like one reviewer posted. Milly is not hitting for more damage with her wand than she does
with her spells. That's not even close to true. I see I'm not the only one who found that review to be wrong. I'm doing okay
against the tough lizards, but that might be because I leveled up more than a player who tries to rush through. It might also be
because I got the game after some patches.

Mainly, I got the game now because I'm looking forward to the sequel with the catgirls. :) I'm enjoying it so far.
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